HOW SAN DIEGO TOOK CARE OF ITS WOBBLIES

"My brother Clem was a pretty smart fella. Most wobs had to go to San Diego twice in order to get beat up twice. But he got himself beat up once by the police and then again by the vigilantes they turned him over to."

DARWIN RICKARD

"Out there in San Diego, they're jailing men and women for speaking on the street."--Minister, member of the IWW

"A town like San Diego isn't worth a whoop in hell to a true rebel."

On March 14, 1910, the IWW parade in front of the San Diego police was broken up, and 21 members were arrested, including the late Robert Editorial contributor. The police raid of the IWW parade in San Diego was one of the most notorious in the history of the IWW. The IWW, also known as the Industrial Workers of the World, was formed in 1905 and was dedicated to the advancement of workers' rights. The IWW was known for its radical and sometimes violent tactics, and its members were often arrested for their activities.

Workers were arrested for speaking on the street. The workers were threatened with violence and imprisonment. The IWW was a radical labor union that was founded in 1905. The IWW was dedicated to the advancement of workers' rights and was known for its radical and sometimes violent tactics.
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Pacific Stereo's
MOST
WANTED
SALE

WANTED:
FAMOUS NAMES — BEDROCK PRICES!

* Lp record player
* Stereo system
* CD player

$349
Ask about low monthly payments

WANTED:
SMOOTH OPERATORS!

* Turntable
* Amplifier
* Speaker set

$149
$49

WANTED:
FOR RECEIVING THE GOODS!

* Radio
* Cassette player
* Speaker system

* $275
* $179
* $219

Weekdays 9 to 9, Sat. 10 to 6, Sun. 1 to 6
Pacific Manor, 197
He described the situation in San Diego as akin to Tsarist Russia. The head of the vigilantes replied, "We don't care about Governor Johnson. Only troops can stop us."

The mayor told Emma Goldman that the vigilantes were gathering outside the Grant Hotel and that for her own safety she would have to leave.

WOBBLIES

The Wobblies, also known as the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), were a radical labor union that sought to organize all workers into one industrial union. They were known for their free-speech philosophy and their anti-capitalist and anti-war stance. The Wobblies often faced violent opposition from employers and the government.

On December 4, 1917, a group of 500 men, women, and children gathered on Sixth Street in San Diego. The crowd was organized by Emma Goldman and others who were trying to distribute free food and clothing to the poor. The police responded with violence, and a major conflict ensued.

The mayor of San Diego, William J. Power, declared a state of emergency and called out the National Guard to restore order.

In the end, the Wobblies were able to distribute some food and clothing, but the conflict highlighted the growing tensions between workers and the ruling class.

The Wobblies continued their organizing efforts, and their influence grew as they spread their message of solidarity and unity among workers.
One and 120 Movies

The homogenized, smooth-whipped quality of the movie comes from the individual efforts of the creative people, each in his own area, to hit and hold a one-note Depression mood.

Ross & Sands

Delicatessen Restaurant

Introducing a new dinner menu.

At last! An authentic "Kosher-Style" Deli!

Journey to Health

Total body health is the basis of the entire treatment here at Journey to Health, founded by Dr. John E. Atchison, M.D., at Pacific Beach. After a year's development, the program of exercise and diet has been designed to give the maximum health benefit while making the attaining of one's body goals as enjoyable as possible. A special interest in children's nutrition.

January White Sale

Saturday/Sunday

Complete Mexican Breakfast $1.75

Hamel's Bike Shop

Bike Tire 10% Off

Beach Bike Special

$10

Free Resoles

When you buy new shoes you get free resoles, $10.00 value, free!
Down in the Valley

The amazing thing about valley restaurants, despite their profusion and essential sameness, is that they are jammed.

---

There's a whole world out there in the valley of which I know so little, people on expense accounts, young people who need lights and noise and gregarious surroundings.

---

PAST LIVES
REGRESSION SEMINAR
Presented by
Ellsworth Ambros

Seeking Contact

Streischer's Struttin' Lumber 'n leather
Baskens

Streischer's eight casual shoe departments
Music Scene

"YOU GET IT BETTER AT THE WHEREHOUSE"

CBS COUNTRY RECORD & TAPE SALE

ALL CBS COUNTRY LP'S & TAPES NOW ON SALE IN ALL OUR STORES!!!

LPM 396
477 Tapes

AND MANY, MANY MORE GREAT COLUMBIA COUNTRY ARTISTS!!!
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Music Scene

RECORD REVIEW

SLICK is BACK
Atmospheric & Classically "Stingy"

OVER THE HUMP
All Seagrams 7 Q Drinks 59¢

JUMBALAYAH
Roots and Rock 'n' Roll Together

OUR PRICES ARE LOWER!!

Foggy's Notion
1841 Garnet, Pacific Beach

MIXING BGM

Furniture Stripping
$5

THIS WEEKEND

MVC Casseola Player

Top Performers

MEC 608

Balboa Music Center

Good Food at Fair Prices

Jay's Vegetarian Café

AUTO RADIO HUT

Balboa Music Center

Quinn's Pub and Restaurant

40% OFF

Balboa Music Center

Auto Radio Hut

Remember last St. Patrick's Day at Quinn's?
The Best Guests Are At Home

The San Diego Symphony has now reached the point where it can give performances that are not only adequate representations of the score, but authentically exciting musical experiences.
STICK WITH KPRI

Because our listeners are our most important people and our most important product is music... KPRI 106 is making it easier to put more music in your life.

Pick up your KPRI/7-Up-Coca Sticker now at Pacific Records, Record Shop, Music Center, All San Diego areas Toyota Dealers, Tower Records and in all six offices at Coca-Cola.

Our KPRI/7-Up-Coca Spotter will be looking for your sticker on your car, window, door, street or wherever you want to stick it. Music gifts such as albums, concert tickets, movie passes, our store units and 10-second album shopping sprees can be yours just for sticking with KPRI 106.

Watch for our KPRI station wagon throughout San Diego and thank you for sticking with KPRI 106.

Music

BIG DISCOUNTS

20% CASH AND CARRY

ON ALL ITEMS

WOODBEN SOLDIERS

FOREIGN CAR PARTS

THE VILLAGE FOX

FREE PLANT!

craftsmen display space available

Paul Morris

Yeppa Co.

McPed Shop

270 La Jolla Blvd

La Jolla, CA

454-3201